
WHJI 2014 Final session 3 

 

After two sets out of three Norway had taken a comfortable lead. When the tournament 

was held in Den Bosch Norway had won three times, with players like Boye Brogeland. 

In Amsterdam they were successful with talents like Espen Lindqvist and many others in 

2006 and 2007. And they have been strong competitors in the other years, with the 

victory of a combined Norwegian / Uruguayan / Argentinian team last year. It looks like 

a new set of talents has arrived in Amsterdam this year.   

 

Norway – Germany A  76 – 16 

 

Session 3 

 
 

Board 29 was not helpful for the Germans as they went three off vulnerable in a normal 

1NT. Grünke could have picked up six tricks, but took a finesse with a chance of a few 

overtricks. The finesse lost and the defense cashed their tricks, NS -300.  

 

 
 

Marie Eggeling at the other table made a thin overcall. Eide – Ellingsen now reached the 

much better part score of 3♦. 3♦ made in comfort and gave Norway 9 IMPs.  

 



 
 

Bakke talked NS out of 3NT by opening a normal 1♥. But after two passes Grünke 

reopened with a double and Bakke raised himself to 2♥ on a 5-card suit with 5332. 

North-South now missed 3NT.  

The other table reached 3NT, for 10 tricks and 7 IMPs.  

 

 
 

 
 



Hegge overcalled 1♦ and raised himself twice when South reopened. He was left to play 

there for two down. Braun overcalled 3♦ immediately and Ellingsen reopened with 

double. Eide per force bid 3♠ and now Ellingsen tried game. Eggeling doubled this. She 

led her singleton diamond for the Ace. Club to King and a spade to the King followed. 

Declarer next played two more rounds of clubs ruffing the last one. Declarer’s next move 

was a heart to the King and West’s Ace. Braun cashed a top diamond and played back a 

heart, setting up a trick there. Declarer won and gave up the heart. Eggeling exited with 

her final club. Eide ruffed and played ♠8 from hand, but Eggeling just covered with the 

ten and scored the final two tricks, for 500. 12 IMPs to Germany A.  

 

 
 

On board 32 Grünke and Vikjord tried the spade slam, basically on a diamond finesse. 

No luck today, so -50. Eide and Ellingsen stayed out, so Norway scored 11 IMPs, up by a 

massive 113 – 28 in the mean time.  

 

 



Vikjord got a club lead and could have made his contract by giving up a diamond and 

finessing twice in spades or by ducking the second club and play a heart to the King at 

some point. He cashed a top spade instead and only then played on diamonds. The 

defense had their clubs running as Vikjord took the 2
nd

 club immediately. One down, NS 

-50.  

Ellingsen got a heart lead, so he had one there. He ducked the second round and won the 

third. He next played a diamond to the Ace and gave the ♦ King to East. The defense 

could cash one heart, but that was it, NS +400 and another 10 IMPs to Norway.  

 

Board 34 was about overtricks in 4♥. Braun and Eggeling played in 3NT, losing 2 IMPs. 

 

Board 35 gave another chance for a swing: 

 

 
 

The defense could pick up the first five club tricks, but Grünke chose a heart, as 3NT had 

denied a 4+card Major. Hegge now chalked up 11 tricks, NS -660.  

 

 
 

It was much tougher at the other table as Braun started with a strong club and Eggeling 

responded 1NT to show some values. Ellingsen chose a low heart, so Eggeling also took 

11 tricks, no score.  

 

Board 36 was a part score with Norway making 2♥. Germany A made an extra overtrick 

to score an IMP.  

 

Board 37 added another big swing to the list.  

 



 
 

Grünke opened 1NT with his singleton Queen and when it was passed round to him 

Hegge said double to show a single-suited hand. Bakke made it a penalty dbl hoping the 

suit was a Major or could be run anyway. He led the ♠ Ace and switched to a heart. The 

defense took the first nine tricks this way, NS -800. 

 

 
 

At the other table Ellingsen did not want to bid 1NT as a no-trump contract might be 

wrong-sided. He could return to diamonds on most rebids. Eide showed a spade raise 

now and Ellingsen declined the invitation. 3♠ -1 for -100, but still 12 IMPs to Norway.  

 

Norway made a normal 3♥ on 38 with Germany A trying game. Despite a very favourite 

club break declarer still had only nine tricks, adding 6 more IMPs.  

 

Both teams made a normal 4♥ on 39.  

 



 
 

Vikjord made the normal looking double, but the contract could not be set.  

 

 
 

Ellingsen did not want to risk a big swing. Dummy appeared to be slam interested after 

all. If 4♥ could be set it would not be by much. 5 IMPs to Norway. 

 

Board 41 was a slam hand.  

 

  
 

Eggeling opened a strong club and 1♠ could have been 3-cards. Eggeling had to rebid 3♦ 

as 2♦ would have been artificial, showing a GF hand with 3+♠. This took away a lot of 

bidding space and the slam was missed. Braun got a trump lead and ruffed diamonds in 

hand to end up with all tricks, NS -710.  



 
 

Grünke opened 2♦, very weak and unbalanced with 4+♦. Bakke passed first and South 

found a raise to 3♦. Hegge now overcalled 3♠ as he could not expect his partner to bid. 

Bakke made one attempt, then settled for small slam. Grünke led ♣ King and Hegge went 

after diamonds immediately. The diamonds surely broke 4-3 here on the bidding. 13 

tricks also and the same number of IMPs.  

 

Board 42 was played in 2♠ for Germany, but at the other table they pushed with 3♣, so 3♠ 

became the final contract there. 110 and 200 added up to 7 IMPs for Germany A. The 

final score of the set was a whopping 75 – 20 IMPs, making the final score 151 – 36.  

 

Final (after 42 boards of 42) 

 

NORWAY – Germany A  151 - 36 

 


